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"What is he after, this Hitler ? ' asked Annand What
does he mean ? Otto von Menzel has sent me the Volktsche
Beobacht&r from time to time It seems to me a farrago of
nonsense It might have been written in a lunatic asylum "
*	It was/* said Hoffmann gravely     * Germany is a lunatic
asylum     We are all a little mad or very much mad, because
of our sufferings and national downfall    Hitler, for example,
believes that he is destined to be the Emperor of the West
He beheves that he will be elected to rule over all the Germanic
peoples, among whom he includes the Scandinavians and
the Baltic folk, with a strange ignorance of ethnology    He
beheves that Germany should be purified in its race by the
exclusion of all Jews and other aliens from its rights of citizen-
ship      Only Aryans must be permitted to marry and to
breed     He mixes up Socialistic theories with racial mysticism
The Banks and all national finance will be controlled by the
socialistic state   All classes will be forced to labour   Germany
will forsake international trade as far as possible and become
self sufficing    The machine will be severely controlled and
people will live more simply on the land and the old gods
of the German people will be raised on their altars and Adolf
Hitler,  an Austrian, a builder s labourer, golden tongued
Adolf, will be the high priest and prophet, and the leader—
der Fuhrer—of the Aryan and Germanic people, marching
on to a high destiny over the bodies of Jews and Frenchmen
and Latins and mongrels '
6 Certainly it is madness '" agreed Annand, startled by
this exposition of the new party in Germany, which seemed
to be making headway at each election although still in a
minority of seats in the Reichstag
He was silent for a moment, and then added a few words
*	I can't believe that Germany will go mad like that.
It s unthinkable '
Hoffmann agreed, and was more hopeful in his next
remarks
"It is, as you say, unthinkable, and personally I am sure

